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the tone; some maintain children only recognize as
different those colours of which they have learnt the name
and mdeterminate shades are disregarded.
This point is only raised because it suggests that it is
wise, if we want to help children to discriminate one ex-
perience from another, to attach a name as the experience
arises. Such words as names of colours, types of touch-
sensations, sounds of bird calls, &a, are all best learnt thus.
Auditory Sense
Children vary greatly in their capacity for recognizing
tone; musical children often can sing a tune before they
can speak distinctly, but most children who enter school
at five cannot recognize differences in tone or remember
simple tunes. Indeed, Stanley Hall, on the results of an
investigation in a group of schools, asserted only 36 per
cent of entrants can sing a song or part of a song that has
been sung to them.1
There is at any rate a considerable amount of evidence
that little children should not be worried to acquire perfect
accuracy even in simple melody. The method, commonly
used in good schools, of leaving children free to draw or
paint how they like and what they like till they ask for
help should, it seems to me, be far more often used in early
work on music. It is true that it is more distressing for
the teacher to hear a child making his own tune, either
with the aid of a toy or vocally, but many of us who had
that freedom can answer for the joy in the process and
pride in the tunes we made. Most children from three to
six delight in the game and as by practice their ears gain
power to distinguish difference of tone and pitch, as
their muscles reproduce more accurately the sounds they
wish to express, they imitate with great care the songs
they hear and the noises of school, town, home and country.
Mach work is yet to be done on children's power of
1 Aspects of CMI& Life and Education.

